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Ttlis report is the fifth in the series on economic forecasts and

fO~t?C&3t methods. The focus of this research is on economic forecasts

and forecast methods for water and land resources planning in Minneso~a.

Func!i.ngfor the research was provided by the Minnesota Energy Agency

while financial support of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment StaLion

made possible che compilation and assessment of Ehe stacisti.cal series

needed in the study.

ABSTRACT

~ regional forecast system for employment, ear)lings, income and

population is presented in this report. Employment is related co

earnings in a 25-industry breakdown of che economy and total employ-

men~ is related for Minnesota and its 13 Substate development regions

in the forecast system. The regional economj.c forecasts are presented

in Part 11 of this report.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLIJSIONS

An economic forecast system for deriving state and substate

regional forecasts is presented in this report. This system makes use

of the 1972 OBERS-E projections prepared by the former Office of Busin-

ess Economics in

sources Council.

the building of a

the U.S. Department of Commerce for the U.S. Water Re-

The OBERS earnings and income projections were used in

baseline series of substate empl.oymenc forecasts for

calibrating the forecast system.

This system is based on a shift-and-share model of the form,

1 1-3

or,

the i-th industry, emp~,

an employment multiplier

current year employment.

sum of the three shift-

.L

where, for example, the forecast employment for

is equal to the current employment, empi, times

(l+ri), with ri being the rate of change in the

The rate of change coefficient, in turn, is the

and-share coefficients -- the national-growth coefficient, A, the indus-

try-mix coefficient, Bi, and the two regional-share coefficients, CH<

and CD
i“

‘Modified and expanded

share forecast method were

small-area employment and income forecasts. The regional-share compon-

ent was, first, partitioned into a homothetic effect and a differential

effect, with the homothetic effect representing the local consumption im-

pact on a particular industry employment and earnings levels and the dif-

ferential effect representing the external, or export-market, impact on

the same employment and earnings.

regional-share components of che shift-and-

developed to facilitate the preparation of
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RECIONAL EKX)NOMIC FORECASTS FOR WAL’ERAND LAND

RdSOURCES PLANNING. 1. ~oREcA~T ~yq~,&l_/
,,4

2/
Wilbur R. Maki –

Forecascs of regional employment income and population are pqepared
—-—, ..-,-,.-.,,,._,””.,,A..”,,.,,A.,........,,-,,......-..,,,.,....!.,’.-..-,-!..-,7~,....-w

for a variety of public.and private purposes. State planning agencies,

for examp~e, naY have certain responsibilities in the review of state and

local capital improvements programs. With increasi.ngl.ysevere limitations

on the availability and use of public funds for construction of new

facilities, reliable forecasts and forecasting methods are soLlghtby

local and state agencies in efforts to better anticipi~te needs and estab-

lish priorities for new public facilities. Private organizations, also,

see’kthe same information as a basis for private investment decisions~

particularly in areas of rapid population growth and change.

Most economic forecasts for investment planning pertain to the long-

3/
runs oftentimes a 10 to 25-year period (e.g., see ref, 27).— In this

report, the long-run (more than five year) outlook is represented by

projections of employment, income and population. The short-run (less.—

than five year) outlook is represented by ~redictions of employment, in-—-.—.

come and population. Predictions oftentimes deal with prices and income in

current dollars while projections deal with both in constant dollars and

emphasize, instead changes in real values of income and output.

—— —

This is the fifth in a series of reports on regional forecasting,
the first being the Interim Report on Forecast Methods prepared
for the Minnesota Energy Agency, October, 1978. Two of the earlier
reports were published in the University of MinnesoCa, Department of
Agricultural and Applied Economics, Staff paper Series.

The author gratefully acknowledges the contributions of Mason Chen
and Pornsak Chitphakdithai in the preparation of the computer pro-
grams “and data series cited and/or used i.nthis report.

References are listed alphabetically on page 32.
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l)ataUsers and Sources

l’heimmediate users of the forecasts and forecasting methods cielin-

eated and proposed in this report are &he state ancllocal government

agencies irivolved in water and related land resources planning in Minnesota.

The planning period is from the present to the year 2000. For some pur-

poses, however, a 50-year planning period -- from 1970 to 2020 -- is used.

The availability of cwo types of economic and social statistics are

implied in the use of different planning periods. In the preparation of

the projection series to the year 2000, the historical data base includes

annual statistical series. These data series are prepared in the U.S.

Department of Commerce by the Bureau of che Census and the Bureau of

Ec:onomic Analysis (see, ref. 20, 21, 26). The U.S. Bureau of the Census,

in cooperation with the designated state planning agency in each state,

is responsible for the preparation of the annual pOpdation series. This

series is required in the administration of general revenue-sharing pro-

grams. The Bureau of Economic Analysis, on the other hand, maintains the

annual employment and income series as part of its Regional. Economic In-

formation System (R131.S).Both data sources are used in the preparation

of the annual projection series starting from the 1977 base year.

The [J.S.Census of Population (for the 1940, 1950, 1960 and 1970

census years) is another source of the employment and popula~ion statis-

tics used in the preparation c~fthe projection series for the 1970-2020

period (24, 25). Employment statistics provide detailed industry employ-

ment estimates by county of residence (rather than the county of employ-

ment) . Thus, the employment estimates are directly comparable with the

population estimates, which, also, are reported by county of residence.

‘l%e two types of statistics are needed in the preparation of the in-

come projections, also. The earnings component of personal income is



derived from payroll data by place of work. A residence adjustment con-

verts the place-of-work series to a place-of-residence series. Property

income and transfer payments are reported by place of residence. Thus ,

total personal income is estima~ed by place of residence.

‘f’hearea projection series prepared by the Office of Business Kco-

nomics, U.S. Department of Commerce, for the Water Resources Council (the

so-called OBERS projections) provide a baseline series for comparing the

state and sub-state projection series prepared from the 10-year and

annual estimates of employment, income and population (27). This projec-

tion series is reported by multi-county economic area and a breakdown

of the multi-county water resources region (which shows a separate series

for each Standard 14etropoli.tanStatistical Area in the water resources

region).

In this study, three different multi-county dara groupings were

identified, namely, the water resources subarea, the metropolitan-centered

economic areaj and the substate development region (Figure 1.1). Only

the substate development region, however, is used extensively in report-

ing the study findings.

Water Resources Subareas

The 1972 OBERS Projections are reported for each water resources

subarea. For those subareas. which include a Standard Metropolitan Statis-

tical Area (SMSA), the metropolitan and non-metropolitan portions are re-

ported separately. Four SMSAIS were listed for Minnesota in 1972, namely,

rhe :Jiw,e-county Minneapolis-St. Paul Area, the two-county Duluth-Superior

Area, the two-county Fargo-Moorhead Area and the one-county Rochester

Area. The eight water resources subareas in Minnesota are delineated in

Figure 1.1.
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TO roughly compare rim level.of economic activicy in each water

bresources su are.aaestimated and projected total population levels from

the. 0FJ3R S-K and new baseline series are ~+umnlarizedf{)reach Of tl~~eight

subareas (which have one or more councies included within the Minnesota

state boundaries) in Table 1.1. ‘Me annual rates of change in LoLal

population are summarized, also, for the W-year period from 1970 to 2000

for each of these subareas.

Both the OBERS-E and new baseline population projections show widely

varyin~ levels and rates of change in cc)talpopular.ion,with Che .Iargest

change projected for the Mss.issippi Headwaiters subarea. Differences

among regions in the pattern of change during the 30-year period are

4/
smaller in Ehe OBERS-FI than in the new baseline pro.jections--- A“ll re-

gions are projeccect to decline from their earlier growth rates in both

projectior~ series,

Economic Areas

Each of che 173 Bureau of Economic Ana.lysi.s(BEA) Economic Areas

is identified by its SMSA or designated central city of n~n-metropoli~an

status. Seven of these areas have one or more counties lying in Minne-

sota.

Projected population trends in Che seven Economic Areas in Minnesota

!5/
show contrasting patterns of population growth,-- Generally, the area-

to-area variability is greater for the economic areas than the water

4/.. ‘I’henew baseline series were prepared by the Upper ll~,saiss.ippi
River Basin Gxmnission from the current state popL~.Lat.icmprojec-
tions of the State I.hsmographer.

.!j/
Economic area Tabulations
may be obtained from this

are not included in this report, They
department by request.
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resources planning regions and subregions, However, each economic area

includes both rapidly-growing and slowly-growing counties, with the metro-

politan areas generally growing more rapidly than the non-metropolitan

areas,

Because of the disregard of state boundaries in the delineation of

economic areas, and the lack of a public planning unit with the BEA

Economic Area as its territory, use of the economic area is infrequent in

state and local government studies. Disregard of state boundaries

becomes a major limitation in extensive use of the economic area delinea-

tion in state and substate water and land resources planning.

Substate Development Region

The substate development

delineations in two important

region differs

aspects: this

from the preceding regional

region conforms with state

boundaries and its also involves local governments in its organization and

policy * Hence, the economic forecasts and related database prepared for

the substate development region are more directly related to substate

decision making than the corresponding information based on either the

Water Resources Subarea or the BEA Economic Area,

Summary data for 13 substate development regions in Minnesota show

wide differences in the level of, and rates of growth in, total population

in both the OBERS-E and the new baseline projections (Table 1.2). These

differences are associated with a vastly different economic base in the

slow-growing as compared with the fast-growing region. Strongly agricul-

tural and mining regions (Minnesota regions 1, 2, 3 and 4), for example,

are slow-growing as compared with strongly manufacturing, trade, and

service regions (Minnesota regions 10 and 11), which are fast-growing.

The region-to-region comparison of projected population show widely
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varying patterns

baseline series.

9

of economic growth and decline, especially in the OBERS-E

The wide variations in projected growth result in part

from the contrasting patterns of economic opportunity in employment,

social services and amenities. The reduced spread in population growth

rates in the New Baseline Series is due to the perceived improvements in

the quality of life in formerly declining regions.

Study Purposes and Plan

The primary purpose of this study was to develop alternate series

of employment forecasts for Minnesota and its substate regions and to

provide a forecast data base and a forecast method for reproducing the

regional forecast series. This objective stemmed from the expressed need

for a readily available and quickly updated economic forecast series for

Minnesota substate regions.

The study purposes are pursued, in part, in the following two chap-

ters of this report. First, data sources, analytical framework, model

implementation and forecast validation are discussed with reference to

the development and use of a modified shift-and-share model. The integra-

tion of this model into a regional economic forecasting system is explained

in the second of the two chapters. Industry employment is related to the

total earnings of the employed labor force in each industry and the total

employment is related to total population. The total earnings, together

with property income and transfer payments~make up the total personal in-

come payments of the total resident population.

In Part 11 of this report, a baseline forecast series is presented for

later use in calibrating the modified shift-and-share model. Included in

this series are State and substate regional projections of the employed

work force and its total earnings which are based on current population
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projections prepared by the office c]fState De!?hgrapher. Alternate economic

projections prQpLITedby the regional forecasting system (which includes

the modified shift--and-sharemodel) are presented. Finally, implications

of the economic forecast for water and land resources planning in Minnesota

are considered in Part 11 of this report,

The shift-and-share method was used in

regional employment forecasts from the 1972

this study to prepare the

OBERS projections of earnings,

6/
income$ employment and population.— This forecast method is widely used

.——

0(j/
In the shift-and-share forecast method, total change in employment. is
partitioned into the three effects for each of the 25 industry groups
in the form,

emp
i
= (1 + A + Bi +Ci)empi

where,
emp ! = total employr,.entin i-th industry in region, year (t+l)

1
emp = total employment in i-th industry in region, year (t)

i
Aempi = national-growth effect of i-th industry in region, year

(t) to year (t+l)

Biempi = industry-mix effect of i-th industry in r<)gion,year (t)
to year (t-l-l)

Ciempi = regional-share effect of i-th industry in region, year (t)
co year (t+l)

l’he three coefficients are derived as follows:

* = IMP’ -1

EMP

~ = EMPN~ EMPN ‘- —.
i .—-—

EMPNi EMPN

~ emp~ Em ‘
i-iCi — —

emp’ EM?
i

where,
EMP ‘ = total earnings in i-th industry in nation, year (t+l)

i
-=

EMPi = total earnings in i-th industry in nation, year (t)

EMPN’ = ~EMP’~, total employment in all industries in the nation,
year (t+l)

EMPN = ~EMPi, total employment in all industries in the nation,
year (t)

All U.S. employment is given; only the forecast industry employment,
empf s must be derived for each industry and region.

f
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in water and land resources planning, specifically in the geographical

disaggregation of the sources of employment and income change. Ln this

study, the shift-and-share method was used, first, to disaggregate the

1972 OBERS earnings projections to the county level and, finally, to

derive the sources of employment change for the new substate regional

series which were compiled from corresponding county-level data.

The county is the primary statistical reporting unit in the study

procedure. All statistical series used in this study are compiled and

reported by county. The individual county series are re-compiled into

various multi-county groupings for analysis and planning.

While the new baseline series is based on a conventional shift-and-

share model, the modified shift-and-share model is used for the alter-

nate development series. The baseline series used in calibra~ing the new

forecast model is then used to prepare the alternate economic forecast for

the state or individual substate regions.

The modified shift-and-share method represents a new application

of several forecast methods, These include certain economic and demo-

graphic variables and relationships, such as total personal consumption

expenditures per capita, industry gross output per worker, industry 10-

catlon quorients and employment shares, and the annual ra~e oi’cllangc in

each of these parameters and, also, total population. Regional variables

are linked, thus, to a wide range of national economic indicators. In

addition, a new series of substate economic economic indicators is pre-

sented as data output of the regional forecasting system.
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FORliCAS1’].~Gf401)EL

An economic forecasting model for state and substate planning is

presented in this chapter. The design of an expanded shift-and-share

model is discussed, first, as an introduction to a closer examination of

its implementation and verification. Finally, data sources, analytical

framework, model implementation and forecast validation are discussed

with reference to economic forecast needs in water and related resources

planning in Minnesota.

Data Sources

Two principal data sources are available for

in Minnesota -- the U.S. Cen&us of Population and

each substate region

the Regional Economic

Information System (REIS). The latter is maintained by the Bureau of

Economic Analysis and the Bureau of the Census in the U.S. Department of

Commerce, Washington, D.C.~’ These two sources are supplemented by

periodic and occasional reports from the U.S. Department of Commerce and

the Minnesota Department of Employment Security. Various industry classi-

fication lists are used in compiling employment and earnings from the

two data sources. The 25-industry classification system used in this

study differs from other frequently used classification systems in the

level of industry detail and the aggregation of these industry groups as

shown in Table 2.1.

Employment is reported in terms of both persons and jobs. The U.S.

Census of Population reports employed persons by place of residence with

~1
The REIS data series are acquired on computer tapes
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
ington, D.C.

directly from
Commerce, Wash-
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the major source of earned income being shown

ment. The Minnesota Department of Employment

by the industry of en)ploy-

Security, on the other hand,

reports the number of jobs, by industry. Employment is reported by

place of work. The number of employed persons is not reported in the

monthly~ quarterly and annual employment statistics published by this

agency.

The person-count of industry employment is used in the decenniel

censuses of population. The 1940, 1950, 1960 and 1970 employment series

have been collated in a 36-industry breakdown of total employment by the

U.S. Department of Commerce (24). This series expands the earlier indus-

try employment series prepared by the U.S. Department of Commerce for the

IJ.S,Water Resources Council (27). It also expands the 28-industry em-

ployment series prepared by the U.S. Office of Business Economics (now

the Bureau of Economic Analysis) in a shift-and-share analysis of county

employment trends for the 1940 to 1960 period (22).

The estimated employed work, force presented in this report is based

8/
on the annual REIS series cited e.arlier--- This series is comparable

wit”h the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics employed work force projections

to 1985 and the income projections prepared for the U.S. Water Resources

Council.

ToCal earnings are reported for the 25-industry employed work

force in this study. Estimated total earnings for 1970 and 1975 are

obtained annually from the Regional Economic Information System while

8_/
Estimated employment refers to reported employment estimates for a
given historical period, such as the calendar years 1940, 1950,
1960 and 1970. Projected employment refers to post-1970 employment
derived as a forecast, i.e., by use of a forecasting method. In
this report, all 1980, 1990 and 2000 state and substate employment
is projected using the shift-and-share method. All data in this
report are identified as being estimated or projected, with the
data source being identified, also.
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prc>jected to~a.1earn.i.ngsare obtained from the 1.972OBERS-E projections.

The total earnings proje.ct:ionsare used in this report to derive an

employed work force projection series for the U.S., the State of Minne-

sora and che 13 .substate reg,~.oris,The alternate baseline series cited

earlier is essentially a popul.ac:ior)-{adjustedOBERS-E projection series.

TlteOBERS-E projections are available for eaclhwater resources subarea

i.ind economic area in the United !States~ lncl.udi~~~~Khc por~ion of Lhe

subarea in a single-county or multi-county Standard Metropolitan Stati.s-

t.icalArea.

An analytical framework for’small--area employment forecasting is

presented which builds on several of the forecasting methods

cited in the review of literature. This framework c!xtends the conven-

t~.ona.~sk)ift-.tllld-..st~?lrea~nal.ysi.sby incorporai:i.n$;tl~elocation quo~ient

and economic “baseapproaches in a new allocation-type employment fore-

casting model. T%i.s procedure makes use of U.S, industry employment

trends and projections. It is supp~.emcmted by an “excess” employment

technique which identifies an “export-producing” and a “resident.iary~t

component for each industry in terms of its to~al employinenc.

So-called export--producing employment is engaged in producing goods

and in “excess” of the region~s requirements. In this study, “i2!XC!eSS”

employment is determined statistically as t’hatempl.oymevt in a .gi.ven.

industry which is in excess of the national average for ~his industry”

The ratio of total employment EO excess employmen% is a measure of a

region!s economic base, The larger the rario, the larger the total.em-

ployment supported by each “export-prod(Icing” worker and, also, the large~



C[l,i =

CD =
i

ilc!lup.=
L

[imp , =
1

pchpcpce =

pchpcepi =

pchpcpi =

pchpop =

expenditure elasticity coefficient for personal cort-
sumpt.ion expenditures
region

annual, rate of change
surnptionexpenditures
rC)&;i.on

annual rate of change

on i-th industry output in

in per CElp~til personal Con--
for i-th industry output in

in ratio of personal consumpt-

ion expenditures to personal income in region

annual rate of change iIIper capita personal in(:ome
i;nregion

annual rate of change in total popda.rion in region
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poutpwi = annual rate of change
worker in region

in i-th industry output per

ISCi = LJ.S. industry shift coefficient, EMP~/EMPi (i.e.,

ratio of i-th industry employment in forecast year
t+l to i-th industry employment in base year t)

aesc’ = area employment share coefficient in forecast year
t-tl (i.e., ratio of total area employment in year t+l
to total U.S. employment in year t_l)

iesci = industry employment share in base year t (i.e., ratio
of i-th industry employment in region in base year t
to i-th industry employment in U.S. base year, t)

l.q~ = industry location quotient in forecast year, t+l
(i.e., aesc’/iesc’)

For location quotients less than 1 (i.e., negative values of dempi),. the

differential effect is derived by use of the homothetic regional-share

coefficient, CHi, in place of the differential homothetic coefficient,

CDi. A negative differential effect denotes lack of industry output to

meet local requirements and, hence, the Region is, in effect, dependent

on imports to satisfy deficit demand. Each parameter series is listed

in Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.

A special computational procedure is required for the derivation of

the homothetic regional-share coefficient, CHi, for the forecast year,

This procedure makes use of previously forecast values of the regional-

share coefficient. A correction term, cti, is introduced into this pro-

cedure for the purpose of accounting for any difference between the re-

gional-share coefficients and the sum of the weighted values of the homothe-

tic and different components of the regional-share coefficient. This dif-

ference is then assigned to one or more of the three rates of change in

homothetic-regional-share coefficient. Thus,

[
DIFFi = Ci - CH (--% + CDi (l-

1 lqi
~)
%~ 1

(2.4)

and,
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(2.5)

where, DIFFi =

q,

CHi

CDi

Ct
i

The correction

measure of the

J.

difference between regional-share coefficient and
weighted sum of homothetic regional-share and differen-
tial regional-share coefficients in i-th industry em-
ployment in region

regional share coefficient derived in conventional

shift-and-share method for i-th industry in region

homothetic componenc of regional-share coefficient
derived by modified shift-and-share method in i-th
industry in region.

differential component of regional-share coefficient
derived by modified shift-and-share method for i-th
industry in region

correction term for homothetic regional-share coefficient
in i-th industry in region

term thus provides the model operator with a numerical

“error” due to use of the given rates of change in personal

consumption expenditures and ouCPuE Per worker”

This new formulation of the conventional shift-and-share model

thus introduces several verifiable numerical relationships of economic

significance in understanding regional growth and change. The well-

known concepts of income elasticity of demand, labor productivity, and

population and income growth affect one part of the regional-share com-

ponent in the shift-and-share model. This is the always positive homo-

thetic regional-share effect which is derived for each industry in each

region. The second component -- the differential regional-share effect --

also is derived for each industry in each region, but this effect may be

positive or negative (or zero, if the industry employment-share coefficient

in the Region is the same as in the Nation).

The new formulation of a shift-and-share forecasting model is an

improvement over the conventional model on empirical and conceptual

grounds. Empirical conformation of period-to-period changes in the
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regional-share effects is readily achieved by the use of the new location

quotient and the industry employment share forecasts for the study area.

The industry employment share coefficient is more stable over time than

the conventional regional-share coefficient and, hence, is more accurately

forecast. The location quotient forecast is readily derived as a ratio

of the industry employment and total regional employment share coeffi-

cients. All other ratios are lagged, one period, or obtained from external

forecasts for the Nation and, hence, pre-determined

casting equation.

The reformulation of the shift-and-share model

atractive with its melding of the location quotient,

in the regional fore-

is conceptually

economic base and

shift-and-share approaches. In addition, it provides for a separation

of the influence of the homothetic (i.e., residentiary) and differenital

(i.e., export-producing) components on the total regional-share effect.

If no differential employment were present and if no change occured in

the location quokient, then the regional share effect would equal zero.

With a positive or a negative differential employment, or a change in

the I.ocation quotient, the excess employment would show as a measurable

regional-share effect. This effect would be positive only if the location

quotient times the total employment share ratio were greater than 1,

given a lagged industyy employment share ratio equal to, or less than 1.

Model Implementation

Model. implementation requires derivation of two sets of coefficients --

one shift, to show period-to-period change, and the other share, to show

relative importance of Region to Nation. The coefficients are derived

from historical data series and related economic assumptions. The com-

bined set of coefficients is needed in the final forecasting model.
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Deriving Coefficients

Conventional shift-and-share

national. and regional data series

coefficients are derived from historical

and projected nat:ional data series.

Only the regional-share coefficient is forecast far each industry.

For the 30-year period from 1970 to 2000, the total shift coeffi-

cient (l+A+Bi+C~-) for Minnesota industries is generally more than 1 be-

cause of the employment increases -- esrimated and projected (see, Table 2.4.).

A shift coefficient of less than 1 is derived only for those industries

with below-average growth in demand and/or above-average growth in output

per worker. Values of each of the three shift coefficients and the

total shift coefficient were derived from the base].i.r~eprojection series

for Minnesota.

The industry-mix coefficient presents the dit’ferenti.al.growth rate

of each industry in the Nation. An industry with a growth rate greater

Chan the overall industry employment growth rate (.~.e.,the rmtional

growth coefficient) is an above-average growth industry. It has a

posit:lve industry-mix coefficient. An industry with a growth rate less

than the.overall industry employment growth rate i~ a below-average

growth industry and it has negative industry-mix coefficient.

The regional-share coefficients may be of Che same sign as the

industry-share coefficients as a result, partly~ of ch.espread effect

of industry-mix and, partly, of the changing competitive positive of

both export-producing and residentiary industries in the Region. A pos-

itive regional-share coefficient denotes a geographical concentration of

the industry in the Region while a negative regional-share coefficient

denotes a dispersi.un of che industry to other regions and/or below-

average local requirements for the industry output.



share coefficient into the coefficien~s shown earlier in liqlla~ions2.2,,

2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. Several of the key coefficients are used in de-

riving the homothecic and (differential effects Iiste.d in Table 2.5.

Both che U.S. employment-shift and che ReEi.onal employment--share coeffi-

cients are shown for five-year forecast. periods while the expenditure

elasticity and output per worker coefficients are shown only for the

base year, 1970. Annual rates of change are used with all coefficients,

except expenditure elasticities. The in~iustry employment-share coeffi-

c~.ent (when used to derive excess employment and location quotients)

produce an indirect merhod of delineating the export-produuing industri.cs

in the Region.

Deriving Employment Changes

The second step is the derivation of the shift-and-share effects --

national-growth, industry-mix and regional-share. Each coeii”icient.is

multiplied by the base-year industry employment to obtain the forecast

target-year effect due to the given source of employment change (Table 2.6).

The regional-share effects, when partitioned into the two components,

show the importance of the State’s industry mix in accounting for its

employmen~ growth. The differential. employment effects shows the contri-

bution of the difference between the total regional ernpl.oymentand its

hc)mochetic component to the regional-share effecr. Thus, the occurrence

of an above-average employment share for a declining industry or a below--

average employment share for a growing industry is noted and its share

of the regional-share effw~ is derived for each industry. The homo~hec.i.c.

employment, insofar as it represents the employment in the region basecl

on the industry mix for the Nation, provides a reference employment distrj.-
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bution for deriving ChQ specific-indutitry effects of the region’s dif-

ferential employment levels.

Forecast Validation

Forecast validation procedures used with ~he shift-and-slw’e models

depend on time series of estimated industry employment (e.g., 1940, 1950, 1960

and 1970 or 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974, 1975), Because of the limited number of

years for which comparable industry employment data are available, the histori-

cal-based validation procedures are less useful now than they will be in later

years.

TWO modifications of forecast validation procedures are, namely, the use

of both the 10-year series from 1940 to 1970 and the annual series from 1970 to

1975 and the comparison of several forecast series based on alternative sets

of regional-share coefficients. This procedure makes possible immediate vali-

dation of the values used for the critical regional-share coefficients. How-

ever, this requires a “splicing” of the two historical series -- the employed

labor force and the employed work force (9, 13).

The most recent set of U.S, employment projections prepared by the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics include a baseline and a high employment &eries

(Table 2.7). The two series differ in their a$$umptions regarding the rate

of unemployment in 1980, 1985 and 1990. The modified OBERS-E projections pre-

sented in this study are generally within the range of the two most recent

projection series for 1980, but below tihemost projections for 1985 and 1990.
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FORECASTING SYSTEM

The modified shift-and-share model is the cencral part of the

regional economic forecasting system developed for this study (Figure 3.1).

Earnings, income and population, as well as employment, forecasts are

produced by this system for substate planning regions.

In this chapter, the several system components are presented under

three topical headings, starting with industry employment and extending

to labor force, population, total earnings and income. Place of

work and place of residence differences in the measurement of employment

and income are accounted for in the forecast procedures, Thus, while

the employment forecasts are Jsually presented

may be presented, also$ by place of residence,

“residence adjustment!’ (for commuting), These

the forecasting system are discussed under the

by place of work, they

given the so--called

and other attributes of

three topical headings.

Industry Employment

The forecasting for given industry emp].oyment in a region is accom-

plished by the modified shift-and-share model of the form represented in

Chapter 2, Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. This model is a central part of

the forecasting system, which prepares, first, an initial forecast of

indusrry employment from che input data specified in the three equations.

Each of ehe three elements in the basic shift-and-share model can

be viewed as additive rates of change in employment in a particular in-

dustry. Variations in industry growth rates are unique to the industry

while variations in regional growth rates are unique to the region,

given the industry mix in the region, The unique regional variations in

employment change patterns are accounted for by the individual change
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components in the regional.-share homotheti.c effect and the regional-

share differential effect. The new shift-and-share model is now repre-

sented by the form,

emp~ = ‘l +A+Bi+CH (-%) +CHi(l --J—)
L i Iqi l~i 1

emp ~
i

(3.1)

where each model element is defined the same as it was in Chapter 20

Labor Force and Population

Additional forecast system components

force and population relationships. These

the forms,

ecomt =

empw’ =

empl’ =

pop’ =

where, ecom’ =

ecc~ =

empr’ =

empw~ =

empl’ =

ewlc’ =

pop’ =

epct =

ccc’ ~ empr’

empr’ i-ecom’

ewlc’ ~ empw’

epc’ * empl’

total employed work

in year (t+l)

employed work force

total employed work

total employed work

are represented by the labor

relationships are given by

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

force commuting to place of work

commuting ratio in year (t+l)

force by place of work in year (t+l)

force by place of residence in year (t-El)

total employed labor force by place of residence in year (t+l)

employed work force to employed labor force ratio in

year (t+l)

total population by place of residence in year (t+l)

employed labor force to total population ratio in year

(t+l)

Employment is represented also in to@l hours worked in each indus-

try by the form,
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hour; = hpwc I >t’emp i
i.

(3.6)
i

where , hour+ = total hours worked annually in i-th industry in year
J.

(t+])

hpwei = average hours

i-th industry

worked annually by employed work force in

in year (t+l)

The series of five equations thus convert output of the shift-and-share

model into a set of ir.te.rveni.ngvariables for deriving the total earnings

and the total personal income of the resident population,

Total Earnings and Income

The total earnings and income of the resident population is de-”

rived with the.use of earnings and income equations, as follows:

earnr~ =

percon’ =

nearn’ =

resadj’ =

nearp’ =

prop’ =

tran’ =

perincf =

pcinc’ =

pcpce’ =

pee’ =

where,

earnr’ ==

percon~ =

~ephc~ ~ hour;
i

pert’ * earnr~

earn’ - percon~

ccc’ ~ earn,’

nearp’ i-&readj’

pcpc’ * pop’

tppc’ * pop’

nearp’ + prop’ + tran’

perinc~ % pop’

pceb’ + pee’ ~ pcinc’

pcepc’ ~ perinc’

(3.7)

(3*8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3,11)

(3,12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

total earnings of employed labor force by place of

work in year (t-t-l)

total personal contributions of employed work force

in year (t-l-1)
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pert’ = personal contribution ratio in year (t+l)

nearn’ = net earnings of employed work force by place of work

in year (t+l)

resadj ‘ = residence adjustment in year (t+].)

nearp 8 = net earnings of employed work by place of residence

in year (t+l)

prop’ = total.property income by place of residence in year

(cl-l)

pspc ‘ = property income per capita in year (t-i-l)

tran V = total transfer payments by place of residence in

year (t-l-l)

Lppc q =’transfer payments per capita in year (t+l~

perinc ~ = total personal income by place of residence in year

(t+l)

pci.nc‘ = personal income per capi~a in year (~+1)

pcpce ‘ = personal consumption expenditures per capita in

year (t-l-l)

pce = total personal consumtpion expenditures by place of

residence in year (E+l)

This completes the equation series for the expanded shift-and-share

forecasting model. The forecast valuea from the model operation be-

come the lagged values of the next forecast cycle.
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